Influence of dose point and inverse optimization on interstitial cervical and oropharyngeal carcinoma brachytherapy.
Evaluation of the use of optimization methods in interstitial cervical and oropharyngeal brachytherapy; evaluation of the conformal index (COIN) and the natural dose ratio (NDR) to quantify the implant quality. CT-based dose distributions were obtained for seven implants according to the Paris system. CT-based implants were used to assess the dose point and inverse optimization methods. To compare the results of these planning methods, the coverage index (CI), normal tissue irradiation (NTI), and the protection of organs at risk (OARs) were evaluated using cumulative dose volume histograms (CDVH). In regular cervical implants, a CI of 94 and 96%; a NTI of 35 and 28% resulted for non-optimized and optimized implants, respectively. In irregular cervical implants, a CI of 88, 96, and 90%; a NTI of 44, 37, and 44% resulted for non-optimized, dose point optimized, and inverse optimized implants, respectively. Compared to the non-optimized implants; both optimization methods resulted in better protection for the bladder wall. As for the protection of the rectal wall, only the inverse optimization gave a better result. In oropharyngeal implants, a better CI resulted after dose point optimization. Irradiation of the contralateral parotid were improved after both optimization methods. The maximum change in COIN that could have been achieved by optimization was 3%, as CI and NTI increased similarly. For the same value of COIN, an underdosage of PTV was avoided by the optimization methods as NDR increased from 0.86 to 1.01. CT-based optimized implant allows conformation of the dose distribution to the PTV while sparing normal tissue and organs at risk. COIN and NDR should be used together to evaluate both doses to normal tissue and organs at risk, and an under- or overdose inside the PTV.